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ISA Under 11’s Football Tournament Report 
Dwight travelled to Friern Barnet Powerleague on Thursday, 18h January to take part in the ISA 
under 11’s football tournament and done themselves proud by reaching the quarter final stage. 
32 teams were put into 4 groups with the top two teams progressing to the quarter finals. 

Dwight left their shooting boots at school and drew the first two games 0-0 against Abercorn and 
Gower School. The third group match saw Dwight finally find their shooting boots and were 4-1 
winners against Reddiford School with a hat trick from Antoni and one from Noam. A 1-0 loss 
followed in a tight game against eventual tournament champions Gatehouse before a 1-0 victory 
against Gateway with a goal from Antoni got Dwight back on track. 

Two wins from the last two group games were needed for Dwight to have any chance to 
progress from the group and they delivered by first beating Avon House 6-1 and then beating 
Webber School 2-0. This meant Dwight finished the group stage with a record of played 7 won 4 
drew 2 lost 1 goals 13 conceded 3. 

Second place in the group was secured and a place in the quarter finals against Maple Walk 
School. In a very close and tight game Dwight came up just short as Maple Walk ran out 
winners 2-1.  

The team of Ido, Amit, Ori, Takuya, Noam and Anoni done themselves and the school proud. 
They were never outclassed and gave their very best effort throughout the day. They 
represented the school brilliantly. 

Man of the tournament was Takuya, who defended superbly all day. He was strong in the 
tackle, worked hard and never gave an inch to any of the opposition players. Mrs Cobbin even 
mentioned he was playing like “a young Rio Ferdinand!”. The team only conceded 5 goals in 8 
games which shows how well they defended. Antoni deserves a mention too for his 11 goals 
throughout the day and his tenacity. 

 

Match 1 V Abercorn Drew 0-0  

Match 2 V Gower Drew 0-0  

Match 3 V Reddiford Won 4-1 Antoni x3, Noam 

Match 4 V Gatehouse  Lost 0-1  

Match 5 V Gateway  Won 1-0 Antoni 

Match 6 V Avon House Won 6-1 Antoni x4, Ori, Noam 

Match 7 V Webber Won 2-0 Antoni x2 

Quarter Final V Maple Walk Lost 1-2 Antoni 
 
 


